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Calgary Club Night - An Invitation to a Special Event

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-invitation-special-event/

Help Create a Vision and Values for BCA!

In collaboration with the Calgary Chapter Watch, the BCA Board of Directors is pleased to invite
members to a unique club night. The event will begin with a very brief presentation by BCA member,
Helen Roberts, and time to socialize with each other, both during and after a focused and interactive
workshop, that will ultimately lead to the creation of a Vision and a set of Values that is consistent with
BCA’s constitution and mission. Similar workshops, also facilitated by Helen, will be held in Vancouver
on June 8 and in Victoria on June 14.

What does that really mean and why is it important?

The Vision, Mission and Values statements are integral elements of an organization’s operations
(whether a multi-national corporation or a small, not-for-profit like BCA). Together, they define its
reason for being and guide the development and delivery of services and activities.

And while BCA has a mission statement (“Fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active
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interest in offshore cruising”) and a list of objectives described in the Constitution and Bylaws, it has
neither a vision nor a values statement. Adding them to the existing mission statement and objectives will
give the Board and Chapter Watches clear guidance when making decisions on behalf of BCA, especially
those decisions that have the potential to significantly impact the Association and its members.

Why should I participate and what’s in it for me?

You are BCA. Ours is a vibrant Association of 870 active members. Not since BCA was established in
1978, has there been this kind of opportunity for members to get engaged and actively participate in
shaping its future. We want your input, we want to hear your stories!  The Board will provide a token of
thanks for your involvement, and door prizes will be provided by the Calgary Watch.

Please mark your calendar and join us for a spirited evening!

_______________________________________________
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Switch Terminology

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/switch-terminology/

In order to understand switches, it is necessary to understand the terminology associated with switches. 
First, a switch is a device that controls the flow of electricity by either stopping the flow (the switch is
“off” or more correctly it is “open”), or by diverting the flow, as with a changeover switch. When the
switch is “on” it is more correctly referred to as “closed”; this basic distinction leads to the concept of
opening or closing the circuit via a switch. Switches come configured as normally open (n.o.) or normally
closed (n.c.) depending on the nominal state.

A switch’s function is designated by the number of circuits controlled by the switch (poles); the number
of contacts, or electrical pathways that the switch controls (throws).  In the simplest configuration, an
on/off switch would be a normally open, single pole, single throw switch (n.o. SPST); one line in and one
line out, with actuation closing the circuit.

A single pole double throw (SPDT) is also sometimes referred to as a “change over” switch (SPCO). In
this switch, the actuation will divert the flow of electricity from one pathway to another.  A double pole
single throw is like two SPST switches controlled by one actuator, while a double pole double throw is
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equivalent to a two SPDT switches, controlled by a single actuator.

– Lyle, PYS Electrical Technician

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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May 2016 Rendezvous: Sea Shanties!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/3755/

Our anchor’s aweigh and our sails are all set
  Bold BCAers, oh, boom-a-lay
  We’re headed for Pender, we’ll never forget
  Bold BCAers, oh, cruise today

Hello, me Captain. Hello, me Crew, oh
  Bold BCAers, oh, boom-a-lay
  Hello, me Captain. Hello, me Crew, oh
  Bold BCAers, oh, cruise today

The sun is shining now all the day long
  And the northerly wind, it does blow so strong

We’re outward and bound for Bedwell bay
  Rendezvous, me hardies, we’ll have fun those three days!
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(Liberally adapted from the sea shanty ‘Bold Riley’)

Mark your calendar for May 21 – 23: the May Rendezvous, Poets Cove, Pender Island! Arrive Friday
evening or anytime Saturday before the 4:00 Happy Hour. The official Rendezvous agenda starts at 4:00
on Saturday.

Come for the fun, the food, the camaraderie, and the singing! Bring your voices and your instruments –
the theme is Sea Shanties!

We’ll have the floating dock again this year as our Rendezvous base. There are 12 spaces along the dock
for boats; the fee is $1/foot/night. If you want to tie to the dock, contact Poet’s Cove to reserve at
250-629-2100.

Anticipate being asked to help out if you tie up … or anchor out!

Some of the planned activities include:

9:00 breakfasts on the floating dock, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. Please email Glen or Skype
to call Glen’s number or dial (250)-812-1051 to let him know if you’ll be able to bring muffins or
loaves to share.
4:00 Happy Hour, Saturday; bring your choice of grog as well as appies to share.
8:30 Radio Check-in, Sunday morning.
Sunday Hikes (mountain or beach options); bring your hiking shoes or walking shoes.
5:30 Potluck Supper, Sunday; bring your choice of beverage as well as a food contribution to
share:

Surname starting with A – M: Bring a main dish
Surname starting with N – Z: Bring a salad or a dessert

And there will be prizes!

 Rendezvous, me hardies, we’ll have fun those three days!

_______________________________________________
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The Myth: the 2 Best Days of a Sailor’s Life

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/myth-2-best-days-sailors-life/

Whoever coined the concept that the 2 best days in the life of a sailor were the days he bought and sold
his boat, wasn’t a cruiser. More probably, a racer getting ready to upgrade to his next rocket-ship, or
someone itching to get out of a bad boat relationship. Most of those never took the BCA course on the
Psychology of Cruising… No way could a cruiser think like that unless his boat harboured bad memories,
or just plain bad karma. We are more in tune with Neil Sedaka’s hit: “Breaking Up is Hard to Do”. Over
our 8-year ownership, our beloved Gosling proved to be reliable, safe and a pleasure to sail. Sure, she was
a lot of work, but isn’t that a part of the definition of cruising? Selling her was one of the hardest things
we have ever done, but in retrospect, it was the right thing to do.

It has been an 8-year love affair with an inanimate object that really has a personality, and loves to show
it off, at times least expected. That was especially true after we departed San Diego, (where we bought
and refitted her) in early 2008. Not having had the time for a renaming ceremony, we left and were
immediately beset with a variety of problems that ceased completely after we held the ceremony a week
later at Turtle Bay. It was like, presto, the behaviour switch had been activated and Gosling settled down.
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 Sailing downwind from San Blas, Mexico with everything up

We spent 5 seasons up and down the Baja and Riviera Nayarit/Costa Allegre Coasts, then decided to
venture south to El Salvador. The following season, we sailed down the Central American Coast to
Panama, through the Canal, and into the Caribbean, the San Blas Islands, and back through the Canal the
following season, to Mexico. Time and family commitments prevented us from our original goal of
crossing the Pacific, but we are satisfied with our adventures.
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 Anchored in San Blas, Panama – Used with permission

We have met hundreds of other cruisers, and I can assure you that they are the best of people. The more
you participate in radio nets, dock and beach events, the odd crisis management (2 microbursts, 2
tsunamis and refloating a grounded cruiser) the more you appreciate the cruising community. There are
some very talented (technically and artistically) people on those floating cottages, and the variety of life
experiences makes for a very entertaining lifestyle that we will miss dearly.

I mentioned above that “the time was right”. Let me expand on that: we originally put Gosling up for
sale, more on spec than anything else. We began with a UK broker, then switched to a local broker in San
Carlos. Fran was beginning to tire of the long drives and leaving our home and family for so long. It took
a while before we got any nibbles and that was OK by me, but then the near-ideal buyer came along.
Virgil is a Scot, knows the quality of the Camper Nicholsons and wants to sail her back to Scotland in the
next few years. His bid wasn’t as high as we had hoped, but after analyzing the alternatives, it became a
better option. The alternative was to sail her back to BC; a hard sail and probably an expensive trip: taxes,
duty (UK built boat), new heating system, replacing some of the systems we installed in 2008, and then
repairing all those niggly little, non-essential things that had been overlooked for the past few years and
needed more personal time and money, of course. The original engine (4-236 Perkins) is still working
great, but will eventually need a rebuild and that is cheaper here in Mexico. Then there was the beneficial
value of the $US. So, all in all it was a good time to part.

Will we sail again? Definitely, but back home in BC. We have so many unexplored (by us) shores to see
and we have already begun our search for the “Ideal Cruiser”.
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For a complete story of Gosling’s adventures check out Flights of the Gosling.

About The Author

Fran and Jean-Guy Nadeau

Gosling - Camper & Nicholson 42, CC Ketch

Fran and Jean-Guy Nadeau have been cruising Gosling, a Camper & Nicholson 42, CC ketch, since 2008
along the Pacific coast of Mexico, Central America and Caribbean Panama.

_______________________________________________
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Maritime Museum of BC 13th Annual Massive Marine Garage
Sale

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/maritime-museum-bc-13th-annual-massive-marine-garage-
sale/

The annual Massive Marine Garage Sale fundraiser, hosted by the Maritime Museum of BC, is 
Saturday, April 23 at Ogden Point, Pier A, Victoria.
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BCA Vancouver Island Chapter has reserved a group of tables at the front entrance for members who
wish to divest themselves of marine and recreational gear, including such things as:

Marine: lines, fenders, charts, winches, marine tools, paddles, boat clothing, unopened paint, outboard
engines, outdated inventory, fishing gear, sails, books, electronics, anchors, dishes, tableware, cushions,
boats, and dinghies etc.

Recreational: tents, sleeping bags, paddles, kayaks, life jackets, tarps, camping accessories, hiking gear,
sports equipment, skis, snowboards, etc.

Come and find some new-to-you marine or outdoor recreation treasures and support a good cause.  Be
sure to bring plenty of change!

Hours: 9:00am to 1:00pm
Admission: $5 admission;  children under 12 are free. Free parking.

_______________________________________________
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Cockpit Camaraderie: the Nanaimo Boat Tour

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/cockpit-camaraderie-nanaimo-boat-tour/

One of the activities organized by the Vancouver Island Fleet group is an Offshore Boats Tour, held at
various Victoria-area marinas where member boats are docked. This year, the Mid-Island members of
Fleet decided to organize their own boat tour, so they could showcase their boats and welcome visitors on
board.

On March 19th, the clouds parted over Nanaimo and about twenty BCA members — and potential
members — visited the two boats at Palms Marina (Free Spirit and Shala) and Carpe Ventus at Townsite
Marina. The Spencer 44, Free Spirit, owned by Agathe Gaulin and Georgette Duhaime, was the host
boat, being visible from the Palms Marina gates, with BCA burgee flying high. Most of the 20 or so
visitors on Free Spirit also made their way to the end of A dock to visit Shala, a Sceptre 41 owned by
Harry Nichols. Brian Short reported about eight visitors on his 45? Beneteau Oceanis, Carpe Ventus.

Our experience on Free Spirit was thoroughly enjoyable and informative. Several visitors were seasoned
offshore sailors and they made observations and asked questions that pushed us to explain our choices of
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equipment and upgrades to our boat. Others were in the market for an offshore boat and poked around
looking for structural and design elements as well as equipment that defined our boats as offshore
capable. One couple in particular stayed on and in Free Spirit for nearly two hours, checking out all her
inner workings, noting tidbits of information from our conversations, and exchanging ideas with other
BCA members.

More than half of the visitors were also interested in our sailing plans, both in preparation for offshore
passages, and our ultimate dream cruise. These conversations invariably resulted in advice and stories
from ‘Doners’, and a crowded cockpit or cabin of jovial sailors. Throughout the day, we felt camaraderie
and a sense of belonging with this group of sailors that simply is not possible in a meeting format. Our
conclusion after a full afternoon of interaction with all these visitors: An activity well worth repeating and
worth the sail from our home port in Degnen Bay, Gabriola Island!

About The Author

Agathe Gaulin

Free Spirit - Spencer 44

Agathe Gaulin and Georgette Duhaime bought Free Spirit three years ago with plans to sail to the South
Pacific, returning by Hawaii. Agathe has been sailing for 25+ years; first on Alberta lakes, chartering in
the Caribbean, eventually moving to Vancouver Island, becoming an ISPA instructor, and crewing on a
Beneteau 50 in the cruising class of the 2012 Vic-Maui race. Georgette is relatively new to sailing,
cruising the West Coast for a few years before deciding offshore sailing agreed with her, after crewing on
the same boat with Agathe in the 2012 Vic-Maui race. 

_______________________________________________
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Plugging In

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/plugging-in/

It is easy to become complacent when it comes to plugging an electrical cord into a socket.  This
convenient arrangement for making an electrical connection has become such a casual part of our lives.  It
is commonplace to just plug-in if it fits and sometimes, with a little encouragement, it can be made to fit.

At home when we need to plug in a lamp that does not quite reach the closest receptacle, an extension
cord can be employed to manage the connection. The two blade lamp plugs easily and safely into the two
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slot receiver of the extension cord.  Sometimes the device that does not quite reach has two blades and a
pin, but the extension has only two slots. With a little encouragement the third pin can be made to slide
unconnected beneath the extension cord’s receiver body.  No harm done, except if there was a short in
the device when that third connection (safety ground pin) should come into service to provide a safe path
to ground, and prevent the device from becoming energized.

NEMA (The National Electrical Manufactures Association) has been around for almost a Century. They
have standardized the configurations for plugs and receptacles to try and prevent dangerous and harmful
connections being made between dissimilar voltages and/or amperage; sometimes despite their best
efforts, the configuration is “close enough” that it can be “made to fit”, with sometimes dangerous or
disastrous results.

We have seen 30 Amp cord sets plugged into 50 Amp receptacles and recently, a 125V system plugged
into a 208V receptacle.  In both cases, thankfully, no persons were harmed (although there was a very real
possibility of this happening), and in both cases there was extensive equipment damage.

If you have any doubts about the connection you are about to make, many NEMA plugs and receptacles
have molded into their ends, by convention, a description of the voltage and amperage for which the plug
or receptacle is designed.  If they do not match, do not make the connection. The possibility of a
damaging, or potentially lethal, situation developing is almost guaranteed.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: March 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-march-2016/

Attendance was good again at the March Fleet meetings. On March 9th, we had a short presentation on
various marine applications for Belzona products. Following this, Fleet member Brent Alley provided an
overview of checklists and procedures, mainly relating to safety, that he had pulled together from a
variety of sources. We also reviewed the lists of tools and spares that had been developed by Fleet
member Glen Wilson as a reference for the group. On March 23rd, staff from Trotac brought a lot of
equipment to show Fleet members: Safety equipment such as flares, EPIRBs, and AIS MOB devices;
alternate energy sources such as rigid and flexible solar panels and fuel cells; and solar charge controllers
and battery monitors. As well, they provided information on life rafts and water makers.

The weekend of March 11-13 saw 15 members of the Vancouver Island Fleet group participate in a
marine-oriented Wilderness First Aid course put on for them by Alert First Aid in
Victoria. Friday evening focused on primary assessment, CPR, and AED (automated external
defibrillator) procedures while the weekend was devoted to hands-on scenarios to explore immobilization
and diagnostic techniques. The good humour and practical experience of the instructor helped us all tough
it out through the rather rowdy weather we endured Sunday. Thanks go out to Don Craigmyle and Kay
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Treadgold for hosting our session on Sunday on Alika.

 Saturday at Beaver Lake. Practicing Wilderness First Aid and…that’s no dummy!
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 Sunday on Alika at Van Isle Marina, Sidney.

Fleet members from Nanaimo organized a tours of 3 of their boats on March 19th (see separate report in
Currents), and more Fleet boat tours are planned in Sidney and Victoria in April.

Topics for upcoming Fleet sessions include a presentation on First Aid Kits and equipment on April
6th and a group discussion about wind vane steering and autopilots on April 20th.

About The Author

Connie and Al, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter / Wyndspree - Peterson 36 Cutter / Huntingford 53 Ketch

Connie Morahan has been a BCA member since 2000. She cruised the Pacific Ocean with Peter
McMartin aboard Cookie Cutter over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. She has
served as VI Fleet Coordinator since 2012.

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. He and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree from
1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and 2009, Al crewed on
different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria, BC to San Francisco;
Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; and New Zealand to Victoria, BC. Al is pleased to have this opportunity to
serve as VI Fleet Coordinator.

_______________________________________________
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ISAF Offshore Safety and Sea Survival Course

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/isaf-offshore-safety-sea-survival-course/

Back by popular demand!  The Calgary Chapter is pleased to participate in this 2-day offshore, personal
survival course that combines theoretical and practical training to prepare participants to negotiate
passage making and ocean racing with competence and confidence.  This course is endorsed by Sail
Canada and every participant receives a copy of the RYA Sea Survival Handbook to keep as an aide-
memoir.

Topics covered include:

Principles of Survival
Personal Lifesaving Appliances
Areas of Risk and Emergencies
Use of Storm Equipment (including drogues and storm sails)
Abandoning Ship (“The Last Resort”)
Use of Pyrotechnics
Search and Rescue
Fire Prevention and Firefighting
Emergency Communications
First Aid and Early Management of Illness / Injury
Duty of Care

“…This was an awesome 2 day course involving inflating life rafts, flipping them over, getting in and
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out, how your own life jacket performs, and how to increase your chances of survival, both in boat/crew
preparation (avoidance) and should the unthinkable happen. Everyone who has a boat should consider
taking this course. “

The cost of this course, including tax, is $450 for BCA members and $505 for non-members.  Family
pricing available upon request.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island North - Club Night - A Voyage of Uncommon
Sense

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-north-club-night-voyage-uncommon-sense/

Ever wondered what it would be like to cruise through SE Asia? Get yourself lost in Bali, get up close
and personal with wild orangutans in Borneo, or try not to get blown ashore in Phuket during the Kings
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Cup storm of 2010? Or maybe sail blindly into a Malaysian fish trap in a midnight tropical storm, be
approached by pirates off the coast of Sumatra, or search for sunken treasure with Captain Warren Blake?
Or refit a yacht in a fish boat yard, far up a river in southern Thailand? What do you do when the weather
turns nasty, and Hurricane Ignacio interferes when sailing home from Hawaii?

Come out, see some pictures and hear some stories, most of which are entirely true! Cress Walker will
share stories of adventure and misadventure from a small part of a 10 year circumnavigation with his
wife, Irena, a voyage of over 50,000 nm and 41 countries.

Bonus: How to invite, train, enjoy and then send crew on.

Cresswell is a professional yacht skipper, holding an RYA Yachtmaster Offshore rating certificate and a
CYA certified Coast Cruising Instructor. He is also a glider and pilot. His day job is consulting and
coaching as an Organizational Effectiveness consultant and Executive Coach.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island South - Club Night: Northwest Passage Aboard
Traversay III

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-south-club-night-northwest-passage-aboard-traversay-iii/

Traversay III is a Waterline 43, designed by Ed Rutherford and built of steel at Sidney, British Columbia
in 2000.  She is cutter rigged, with roller furled genoa and hanked-on stays’l. She is 45 feet overall with a
13 ½ foot beam and 7 ½ foot draft.

Owners Laurence Roberts and Mary Anne Unrau have sailed over 90,000 miles in the boat since her first
launch.  They have crossed every meridian and reached latitudes from 65 S on the Antarctic Peninsula to
80 N at the northwest tip of Spitsbergen.  Ports of Call include such diverse spots as Pitcairn, South
Georgia, Hamburg, Darwin and the Northwest Passage, with lots of places between.

This month they will tell us the story of how, in 2013, they sailed from St. Katharines Marina, London in
late March and voyaged to Victoria, British Columbia in October, via south English ports, the Irish Sea,
the Hebrides, Iceland, Greenland, the Northwest Passage and Alaska..

Please join us for more icy adventures!

_______________________________________________
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Bumps and Bruises - All Part of Life Aboard

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bumps-bruises-part-life-aboard/

Having thoroughly enjoyed St Lucia, the Ty Dewi crew get ready to turn round and start to head north
again. But when you’re cruising, goodbyes are rarely that easy…

On our last day on the Island, we needed to pick up a Fedex package. This should have been easy, people
we know got stuff from England sent direct to the marina via FedEx and just collected it after a few days.
If only. The call centre in the UK told my parents that they didn’t deliver to Rodney Bay (patently
wrong), but it would be held at the Castries office. OK, that’s a fifteen minute bus ride and we haven’t
seen Castries, the capital, before. So we look up the office on the FedEx website and head into town. It
goes pretty well at first, bus is fun and cheap, but it’s a hot day and tempers are a little short all round.
We get across town to the office listed, to find that it’s for sending only; collections are from an out of
town office that the bus went past two miles back. Grrrr.

We complete some other errands; sending postcards, buying fruit, but the place is uninspiring to say the
least, and full of cruise ship passengers and taxi drivers trying to win their business. We are constantly
harassed to take a tour of the Island. We get fed up after an hour, and get the bus out to the place where
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the FedEx office is. We are there by midday. Yes, they have our package, but Customs is holding it for
clearance. We need to come back between 2:30 and 3:30 when a Customs officer is there. Grrr and
double grrr. We all head back to the boat empty handed, I’ll come back in later.

Later is much easier. Max and I treat it as a jolly adventure and he loves riding the bus. We go, wait in
line for thirty minutes, the Customs officer waves us in, looks in the package and says fine, you can go,
all without breaking his mobile phone conversation. So we now have our new bank cards and a few other
goodies from England.

The next morning we clear out with Customs and irritation (Immigration), and go to fill up with water.
After the main tank is full, we fill the spare canisters. Gesa lifted some floorboards and extracted a couple
of the empty, twenty litre canisters. The kids were playing elsewhere, and are pretty savvy to open
floorboards, so she left them like that. Somehow, messing around, Max managed to fall through, down
into the depths of the boat about three feet, grazing his leg on the way. Much tears and distress, quick
First Aid and a lot of feeling sorry for himself.

We leave for Martinique and have a lovely, six hour sail in near perfect conditions, arriving at Fort de
France just in time to clear in with Customs there and get some shopping. Martinique is excellent for
provisions. We stocked up very thoroughly at the Fort de France supermarket, at decent prices too.
Early next morning, Max and I visit the fish market and buy some Mahi-Mahi for dinner, sometime this
week. Whilst there, we see piles of flying fish, which fascinate Max, so we buy a few for lunch. After
that, and a breakfast of nice bread and the good old pain chocolat, we lifted the anchor again and took an
hour’s trip across the bay to a beautiful little anchorage called Anse Noir; a small cove with steep cliffs
either side, a lovely black sand beach and apparently, great snorkeling around the edge.
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 Local Fishing Boats in Martinique

When we arrive, I get to work on lunch. First clean your fish. The kids love to watch as I cut the fins from
the fish, descale and gut them. They take the leftover tails, heads, everything and examine it in detail. Not
for the squeamish, but they have no such inhibitions. They are less interested in eating them, but we find
flying fish to be delicious, fried in a little olive oil and served with brown bread and salad. Three of the
fish had roe, so we have flying fish caviar!

After Max’s tumble into the bilge, today was Issie’s turn. We went snorkeling, one of her favourite
things. At one point, I am with Max and notice a creature floating in the water in front of us. I stop and
look – it’s a ribbon like jelly, about an inch in diameter and perhaps three feet long, twisted on itself a bit,
and with a purple red centre. Having never seen this before, I call Gesa and Issie over. Issie arrives, her
usual “bull in china shop” self, and doesn’t listen to me telling her to wait. She swims right into it.
Immediate yelps of pain – “I felt electricity, Mummy” – and we can’t quieten her down. Not really
realizing exactly what has happened, we try to calm her, but she screams all the way back to the boat, a
ten-minute swim. Max and I follow behind them, and she is still crying a lot as we get out of the water.
Her arms are covered in bumps, and in many of them are tiny little hairlike spines, almost like nettle
stings. We take stock and reach for the first aid book, which does list some things, but nothing very clear.
I remember that lemon juice is good for sea urchin spines (it dissolves them) and we try it on Issie. It
must sting like heck, as she screams even more, but the spines disappear in front of our eyes. Five
minutes later, all is calm and the bumps have gone down a lot. We still don’t really know what it was, but
it gave her a real fright. Hopefully she’ll be back in the water tomorrow, but maybe a little more sensible
about barging around.
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 First Aid for Issie after she met a stinging water critter

Issie and Gesa stay on board to watch a movie, whilst Max and I go ashore in search of ice cream and
beer. The beach is popular with locals and tourists alike, and we walk up some steep steps to the road
above. This instantly goes down steeply again into a tiny fishing village on the other side. We follow
more steps and come to a gorgeous white sand beach, with traditional fishing boats pulled up above the
high water mark. Here, there are a couple of bars, so we find our ice cream and beer. On the beach, there
are two groups of people: one group at each end, pulling on a rope that goes off into the water. It soon
becomes clear that they are hauling in a net. This has been cast out across the bay and is being pulled in,
enclosing anything in it’s path. It takes about half an hour of heavy work and finally, the net tumbled into
a little boat bouncing in the surf on the beach. A couple of turtles are picked out right away and released,
as are some puffer fish, one of them puffed up to well over a foot across. The remainder of the catch is
sardine-like; small fish between a few inches and a foot long, and not that many of them, given the
significant effort put into hauling this in. But that’s fishing, I guess. Max is fascinated and spends most of
the time on my shoulders, so he can see what’s going on. Afterwards, we walk back over to the boat.
We’d been gone an hour, having said we were just going ashore for ice cream, but we’ve not been
missed – oh well!
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 A few more casts before the sun goes down

Back on board, the sunset is beautiful, setting just offshore of the little cape that divides the two bays. On
the rocky shore, a man is casting for fish with rod and line, silhouetted by the setting sun. We all sit on
deck and relax. The kids are playing on the foredeck, Issie swinging on the jib sheet, as she likes to do.
Max gets involved and it gets a bit boisterous, so we tell them to stop. A moment later, I’m trying to take
a photo of Issie as she sits there, when through the viewfinder I see Max trying to swing, letting go,
taking two steps back and plummeting down the forehatch onto their bunk. Fortunately it’s soft mattress
below, but he’s clunked his ear pretty hard on the way down. More tears and some sympathy, but not as
much as he wanted, given that he had been warned not a minute earlier.
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 Max swings from the jib sheet. It’s going to end in tears.

I guess it’s the nautical equivalent of tripping on the front step, getting stung by nettles and so on, but the
kids have certainly been a bit in the wars these past couple of days!

About The Author

Nick Ward

Ty Dewi - Young Sun 43 Pilothouse

In 2007, Nick Ward and his young family emigrated from England to Canada, by way of a two year
cruise from England to the Caribbean and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA. They, and, Ty Dewi, now
live in the Comox Valley on Vancouver Island. 
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Vancouver Club Night: Sailing to French Polynesia in an El Nino
year - A trip with challenges

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-sailing-french-polynesia-el-nino-year-
trip-challenges/

Are you planning to sail to the South Pacific? 

In May of 2015, Cees Van Staal and Julie Dunne set out from Victoria on Dutch
Wanderer (Koopmans 35) for beautiful French Polynesia.

Please join us as Cees describes this long passage directly to the Marquesas – and some of
the unexpected weather challenges they experienced, due to the strongest El Nino year on
record. This is one of the most interesting parts.

During the second half of the presentation, Cees will recount their subsequent cruise to the
Tuamotu Archipelago and Society Islands (Tahiti, Moorea, Huahine, Raiatea, etc.) in the
months from July through October. And in November 2015, he set sail north to Hawaii,
again encountering anomalous El Nino weather…

_______________________________________________
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Lessons Learned: AIS Follies

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/ais-follies/

We did a crossing from near La Paz, Mexico (Muertos) to Mazatlan, a distance of some 195 miles. As
often happens, other boats chose to take the same weather window, and we sailed in company with five
others, four of whom had AIS transceivers aboard. We formed an impromptu radio net via VHF to keep
in touch and amuse ourselves on the crossing, and chatted idly as we made the 36 hour crossing.

Some of those on passage never did show up on our transceiver’s target list, and others only sporadically
or when very close by, so we decided to do some investigation into the causes when we got to Marina
Mazatlan.

Since I thought I was particularly clever in my installation, and I did seem to have the best target list
(most targets and targets at the greatest range) on my transceiver, we used Avant‘s station as a
benchmark and changed out the installation of the antennas and cables on the boats that were not showing
up well.
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 Class B AIS transponder (CC BY 2.5)

Class B AIS transceivers are pretty simple devices, but pretty power poor on their transmit side. They
need a good antenna and clean cabling to get their digital signal clearly transmitted with their tiny 2 watts
of power. When you are moving less than 2 knots, they transmit your position every 3 minutes, and when
you are under way at more than 2 knots, they transmit it every 30 seconds. One of the main issues with
AIS is the ‘black box’ nature of the technology. You buy it, you hook it up, and if you see targets at least
some of the time, you think it’s working just fine.

Since I had a Shakespeare emergency VHF antenna, I loaned that to the two other boats, one at a time,
and they used it to replace their antenna and cable setups for the test. They powered up, left the units on
for 30 minutes or so, and recorded what they saw (number of targets and range), while I recorded how
often I saw their output signal (expecting to see them every 3 minutes like clockwork, as they were
moving less than 2 knots). Then they disconnected their antennas and cables, plugged in the replacement
and then looked at the results, while I again recorded how often I saw them. As we were within a few
hundred feet of each other, we expected good results.

With the existing antennas, both of which were professional installations less than 2 years old, I saw them
some 2 out of 5 of the expected instances, and they picked up 2 or 3 targets. With the replacement
antenna, I saw them 4 out of 5 of the expected instances. Surprising to all of us was that with my rig, I
saw 5 or 6 targets, against the 2 or 3 they were picking up with their existing rigs. With the replacement
antenna, they each saw 11 or 12 targets, meaning my install, while better than theirs, was still far from
perfect.
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If you have an AIS aboard, it’s worth taking the time to compare with other boats and even getting out
your spare antenna once in a while to check that the system is working as it should. If you see another
boat on AIS while on passage, ask them if they see you. The results could surprise you!

Attribution: All images used in this article are licensed under CC BY 2.5

About The Author
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Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are 'Doers' in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico.
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